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assignment description - stealth project
The stealth project is simply this: over the course of five days (Thursday to Tuesday), you will make anything you want 
as long as there is some ostensible relationship to illustration. Other than having something to present, there are no 
restrictions. The medium (or media), content and form are entirely up to you.

objective 
This is an opportunity to experiment. We will critique each project anonymously and thus, you are not beholden to any 
stylistic choices you’ve used in the past. This project was created for a few reasons. First, it offers looseness to an otherwise 
strict syllabus; here, you can try anything you want. Next, it gives you autonomy over your work; you determine the subject 
and how it will be produced. This autonomy is an opportunity as much as a responsibility; consider time management in 
the process. Lastly, the anonymity of the project is an important factor in how we talk about the work. Without knowing our 
authors, or any preconceived notions of intent, we come to the critique more openly.

guidelines 
The Timeline herein outlines a detailed timetable for when you will be presenting.  Here is what is required:

1. Recommendations
I recommend you work quickly and follow our general process. First, figure out what you want to make and have 
conviction of your idea. Are you drawn to the idea of form (as in: you want to make a book) or content (as in: you 
are interested in exploring the November elections)? Either approach is fine. Trust your choices. Then, start with 
thumbnails, sketches, drawings and, finally, whatever application you’re using. 

2. Requirement
There are two requirements. One, that the project has some ostensible relationship to illustration. You can make, for 
example, a website, so long as illustration is integrated into the design of the thing. The second requirement is that 
you have your project ready to present on Tuesday.

3. Presentation
As a class, we will be prepared for critique on the wall, at the table and with a projector.

4. Note:
This assignment is an experiment. It might fail horribly or it will be awesome. I expect that it will be incredible.

5. Lastly:
Your final drawing is a minimum of 8 x 8” originally created on scratchboard, printed and prototyped for our 
purposes.  Print your illustration on a thin paper (some sort of butcher paper is ideal, if possible) and wrap it around 
soap or a soap box or bottle.  This will be how the piece is presented to the class.

resources
+ The best resources are always analog. Check out real, 3D books or actual objects
+ For the book-interested: Special Collections (artists’ books), the library, Artists’ Books online, Bonefolder
+ Packaging: LovelyPackage, TheDieline, World of Packaging
+ Letterpress: Beast Pieces, For Print Only, Mikey Burton
+ Websites: CSS Beauty, Smashing Magazine, A List Apart (more technical)
+ Illustration: Drawger, iSpot, Behance (portfolios), Society of Illustrators
+ Ideas: The 99%, Core77, AIGA, Print Magazine (online), Swiss Miss, Mint Design Blog, Design Sponge
+ This list is a point of departure; not a definitive answer.

timeline
Date Due

10.7 Begin!

10.12 Critique!


